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Venture capital is a specialist form of professionally managed finance designed to meet the financing needs of emergent firms, particularly in technology sectors, which are pursuing significant growth opportunities and which offer the prospects of high return. The finance is provided on a medium to long term basis in exchange for an equity stake. Investors share in the upside, obtaining their return in the form of a capital gain on the value of the shares at a ‘liquidity event’, but lose their investment if the business fails. Venture capital investors therefore restrict their investments to businesses which have the potential to achieve rapid growth. Very few companies meet these demanding investment criteria. Access to venture capital gives firms advantages that translate into innovation, fast growth and job creation, hence they make a disproportionate impact on economic development. However, venture capital investment activity is highly concentrated in just a few regions – on account of the clustering of venture capital investors in a small number of cities and the localisation of investing in order to minimise risk – thus, it plays a significant role in contributing to uneven regional economic development. 
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Glossary entries.
Bootstrapping: creative ways in which financially-strapped entrepreneurs can minimise or eliminate the need for money to access resources needed for business development: e.g. use of personal credit cards, barter arrangements, working from home. 

Business angels: wealthy private individuals – often successful entrepreneurs – who use their own money to invest in new or recently started businesses. Typically they will also provide hands-on support to the businesses in which they invest. Business angels invest at an earlier stage in the development of a business than venture capital firms and their investments are much smaller. Indeed, it is quite common for business angels to provide the first round of external finance to get the company established, and for venture capital funds to provide subsequent rounds of financing. Some commentators have used the metaphor of the relay race to describe this complementary relationship between business angels and venture capital finds.

Debt finance: finance which a firm raises by borrowing from a bank or other lender. The borrower will repay the original amount borrowed (the principal) plus an agreed amount of interest over a set period. Bank lending is normally secured. In other words, the borrower has to provide an asset of equal or greater value to the loan (termed collateral) which, in the event of the borrower defaulting on the loan, is seized by the borrower and sold to repay the loan.

Equity finance: finance that is raised by companies selling shares (stock) to individuals and institutions who become part-owners. There are various classes or shares (e.g. ordinary, preference) which have different rights. Holders of equity are entitled to a share of any profits, via a dividend. However, investors in unquoted companies normally seek a return in the form of a capital gain, with the performance of the company enabling the investor to sell the shares that they own for a higher price than they paid for them when they originally invested.

Management buy-out (termed a leveraged buyout in the USA): the purchase of a company, or part of a company (e.g. a subsidiary or division) by its management, with the financial backing of a private equity firm. This occurs in a variety of situations including: family-owned companies where there is a succession problem; large companies which are restructuring their business; as a means of privatising state-owned companies; and companies that are in bankruptcy.

Private equity: this relatively new term is now used to cover all forms of medium to long term finance which is provided to companies in exchange for an equity stake. It therefore covers investments at the seed, start-up and early growth stages of emerging entrepreneurial companies through to the much larger types of transactions involving the restructuring of established companies, such as management buyouts and public-to-private transactions. In Europe the terms private equity and venture capital are often used interchangeably. However, in the USA the term venture capital continues to be used to refer to investments in emerging entrepreneurial companies. 

Public-to-private transactions: the purchase of the shares of a company that is listed on a stock market (i.e. a publicly-quoted company) by a private equity firm with the intention of taking it out of the quoted sector and turning it into a privately-owned firm. This would normally occur when the investor thinks that the company’s shares are under-valued by the stock market and that it would perform better as a private company.

Stock markets: institutions which facilitate and regulate the buying and selling of company shares and other financial instruments. While this may be a physical place (e.g. Wall Street) most transactions are now made electronically. Companies whose shares are traded in this way are termed public, or publicly listed, companies. Most large companies are publicly listed. However, stock markets also include numerous smaller companies who achieve a listing as a means of raising finance and giving their existing shareholders (which may include their employees) an opportunity to trade their shares. A company which joins a stock market is said to be making an initial public offering, or IPO.
1. Introduction

Venture capital emerged as a specialist form of business finance designed to meet the needs of emergent firms, particularly in technology sectors [171, 232], which are pursuing significant growth opportunities [153]. The financing needs of such firms typically exceed their capability of generating funds internally, while their ability to attract bank loans (debt finance) is restricted by their lack of collateral and negative cash flows. Indeed, the faster a firm grows the more voracious is its appetite for cash to invest in R&D, product development and testing, recruitment of key team members, premises, specialised equipment, raw materials and components, sales and distribution capability and inventories. Venture capital is intended to fill this gap in the supply of finance so that such firms can achieve their growth potential.

Venture capital can be defined as professionally managed money that is invested on a medium- to long-term basis in unquoted companies in exchange for an equity stake. Investors will share in the upside, obtaining their return in the form of a capital gain on the value of the shares at a ‘liquidity event’ which normally involves either a stock market listing (often termed an initial public offering, or IPO), acquisition by another company or the sale of the shares to another investor, but will lose their investment if the business fails. Venture capital investors therefore restrict their investments to businesses which have the potential to achieve rapid growth and achieve a significant size and market position [153] because it is only in these circumstances that they will be able to achieve both a liquidity event and a capital gain. However, very few businesses are capable of meeting these demanding investment criteria. Venture capital-backed firms therefore represent an out-of-the ordinary phenomenon. 
Although the number of companies that are successful in raising venture capital is small they have a disproportionate impact on economic development, for example, in terms of innovation, job creation, R&D expenditures and export sales. The injection of money and support enables venture capital-backed companies to grow much faster than the proceeds from sales revenue alone would allow. Moreover, this superior growth rate is sustained over the long-run. Venture capital-backed companies are faster in developing products and bringing them to market, pursue more radical and ambitious product or process innovation and produce more valuable patents. It is of interest to economic geographers because venture capital investments within countries are highly spatially concentrated, hence the economic benefits which flow from such investments are restricted to a small number of favoured regions [867]. Moreover, venture capital is one of the key drivers in the growth of technology clusters [139, 231, 232]. It is also an area of increasingly active public policy with governments attempting to stimulate or create venture capital funds as a means of promoting economic growth in less favoured regions.

2. Growth and Evolution
The first venture capital firm, American Research and Development (ARD), was formed in Boston in 1946. However, it was not until the late 1970s that venture capital took off in the USA as a result of a combination of factors operating on both the demand and supply sides, including regulatory changes which removed restrictions on pension funds from investing in venture capital, reductions in capital gains tax, which stimulated entrepreneurship, technological advances, particularly in the communications and information technology and life sciences sectors, which has boosted the level of technology entrepreneurship, fuelling demand for venture capital, and healthy stock markets which increased investment returns. Venture capital spread to Western Europe and Israel in the 1980s, and over the past decade has become a truly global activity, with significant growth in China and India in particular [91, 210]. However, the USA, along with Canada, Europe and Israel continue to dominate venture capital activity, accounting for 93% of global venture capital by value in 2005, with China and India accounting for most of the balance.

The growth of venture capital investment activity has been cyclical on account of the variability in investment returns. For example, the late 1990s was characterised by a huge surge of money flowing into venture capital, attracted by the high returns made by investors who had invested earlier in the decade in the immediate aftermath or the previous downturn. However, this led to increased competition for deals, driving up valuations. The increasing number of business failures prompted a significant downturn in investment activity in 2001, bringing an end to the boom, from which the industry has only recently recovered.

However, as venture capital expanded – both globally and also in terms of the number of venture capital firms and the amount of money under management and invested – so its investment focus has broadened from its initial concern with young, rapidly growing entrepreneurial companies to include more mature and later stage deals involving ownership change and restructuring of large companies (e.g. management buyouts, family business ownership transitions and public-to-private deals). This has given rise to a new term – private equity – which includes both the traditional venture capital investing and also investments in larger, established companies. 

3. How Venture Capital Works
3.1 Types of venture capital firms
Venture capital firms are financial intermediaries which raise money from investors and then invest it either in young, growing businesses which offer the prospect of high return or in later stage businesses where there is an opportunity to restructure to create value. There are several types of venture capital firm. Most are independent limited partnerships which raise their investment funds from financial institutions (banks, pension funds, insurance companies), large companies, wealthy families and endowments (termed ‘limited partners’) into fixed life investment vehicles (‘funds’) with a specific investment focus (location, technology, stage of business development). The function of the fund managers (the ‘general partners’) is to identify promising investment opportunities, support them though the provision of advice, information and networking and ultimately exit from the investment. Under this limited partnership model the venture capitalists have discretion over the management of the fund which is normally established with a 10 year life. The majority of the cash is invested over the initial three years, with the rest held back for follow-on investments. These investments are then harvested in the later years so that by the end of the fund’s life it can be liquidated and the proceeds (initial sum and profits) returned to the limited partners. For performing this role the venture capital firm normally receives an annual fee (2% to 3% of the value of the fund) – which covers running costs - and a ‘carried interest’, or profit share (between 20% and 30% of the profits generated) which is distributed amongst the general partners. The general partners would normally seek to raise a new fund some two to four years into the life of an existing fund so that they always have at least one fund which is in investing mode.

Some venture capital firms are subsidiaries of financial institutions (termed ‘captives’) and obtain their investment funds from their parent company. A few large non-financial companies, particularly technology companies, have their own venture capital subsidiaries which invest for strategic reasons to complement their own internal R&D activities (corporate venture capital). A few venture capital firms have been established as publicly-traded investment vehicles which raise their money through the stock market, in a similar fashion to mutual funds. Most countries also have government backed venture capital funds. These are essentially of two types. The first are public sector venture capital funds established by national and state/provincial governments to invest in specific territories where commercial venture capital is lacking. The second is investment vehicles that governments have established to fill investment ‘gaps’, particularly the lack of smaller investments, which offer tax and other incentives to private investors. Examples include the Small Business Investment Companies in the USA, the Labor-Sponsored Venture Capital Funds in Canada and Venture Capital Trusts in the UK. Finally, community development venture capital firms emerged in the 1990s to use the tools of venture capital to create jobs, entrepreneurial capacity and wealth in low-income and economically-distressed communities.

3.2 The Investment Process
From a theoretical perspective the venture capitalist’s investment process is guided by the need to minimise two kinds of risk: 
	adverse selection: because of information asymmetries the entrepreneur knows more about their abilities and their business than the potential investor does, creating the risk for the investor of investing in low quality businesses;
	moral hazard: the risk that having provided the entrepreneur with money s/he will undertake behaviour that is in their interests rather than in the best interests of the investor. 

Venture capital firms rarely invest in basic innovation or in the business start-up stage. Businesses typically fund these stages through one or more of the following: bootstrapping, money from the 3Fs (founder, family, friends), government grants and soft loans, and business angels. Venture capital funds will only consider investing in businesses that are at the commercialisation stage where many of the uncertainties about the abilities of the management team, market acceptance of the product, size of the market and profitability of the business have been reduced and where funding is needed to create the infrastructure to grow the business. 

Venture capital firms receive investment opportunities from two main sources. The first source is unsolicited deal flow. Venture capital firms are very visible, being listed in various directories and web sites. The second source of deal flow comes through the personalised networks of venture capitalists such as bankers and lawyers, entrepreneurs and other venture capital funds. Most venture capitalists ignore the unsolicited deal flow and focus on those investment opportunities which come through their networks of trusted intermediaries. The quality of this deal flow is superior because it has been filtered by these intermediaries who know what kinds of deals will be of interest. A recommendation from such a source is seen by the venture capitalist as a positive signal about its quality. 

Venture capital funds operate a two stage evaluation process, comprising an initial screening process followed by a detailed evaluation process for those deals which pass the initial screening. The initial screening, which is undertaken quite rapidly and intuitively, involves an investor specific-screen to ensure that the investment proposal fits the investment focus of the fund (e.g. location, stage, sector, size) and a generic screen to search for features in the proposal which would indicate that closer investigation is likely to be worthwhile. Those deals which pass the initial screening stage are scrutinised in detail.  An attractive investment proposal will rate highly on three components - the concept, management and returns - but research suggests that it is the quality of the entrepreneur that ultimately determines the investment decision. Most of the businesses which seek venture capital do not meet the investment criteria of investors, hence rejection rates are high (over 95%). 

Having decided to invest, the next stage is for the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur to negotiate the terms and conditions of the investment. A typical investment agreement for a venture capital fund will involve the following elements 
	it will give the investor control over key decisions
	it will give the investor involvement in the company, typically in the form of one or more seats on the board of directors. 
	it will specify a compensation scheme for the management team to align their interests with that of the investor, typically by means of a combination of low salaries and stock options. 
	the investor will use investment instruments which give both downside protection and provide them with a favourable position to make additional investment if the company is successful.
	rather than providing the entire sum of money at the outset, it will be staged over time as various milestones are met. This provides the investor with the option to re-value or abandon the investment if new information emerges which suggests that the business appears unlikely to be successful, thereby reducing losses from bad investment decisions. However, it also enables the investor to increase the capital committed in the light of positive information on the company’s prospects. 

Venture capitalists spend around half their time monitoring and supporting the companies in their portfolio.  They use their expertise and networks to make a variety of ‘hands-on’ contributions to their investee companies: 
	recruiting key individuals in the firm
	identifying suppliers and customers
	help in establishing tactics and strategy
	help to raise further finance
	help to structure any transactions (e.g. mergers and acquisitions) that the company might make.
They also provide emotional support to an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs place most value on the role of their investors as ‘sounding boards’. However, the actual degree of involvement varies, partly on the basis of investor ethos and partly on account of contingent factors, notably stage, degree of technology innovation, distance, experience and the performance of the investee business. 

It is fairly common for venture capital investments to be syndicated between several venture capital funds, especially in second and subsequent funding rounds. There are several reasons for this. First, it avoids over-committing a fund to a small number of investments in situations where large follow-on funding rounds occur and so enables diversification. Second, it provides the original investor with a second opinion and helps to establish a fair price for the next round of funding. Third, it provides complementary sources of value-added. However, any syndicated investment requires a lead investor – usually the initial investor – to perform the key monitoring and support tasks.

The final stage in the investment process is to secure profitable exits for their investments. Venture capitalists do not expect every investment to be successful. Rather, the objective is to maximize the returns of the fund. Indeed, there is a rule of thumb in the industry which expects that out of every ten investments, two will fail, six which will be economically self-sustaining but fail to achieve expected levels of growth or exit opportunities (the so-called ‘living dead’), and a further two will be spectacular successes. It is the presence or absence of these winners which determines the performance of the fund. In Europe, the average returns have been higher for funds specialising in later stage and, in particular, management buyout funds than early stage funds (which typically have a technology focus), whereas in the USA the pattern is the exact opposite. As noted earlier, venture capital returns are cyclical, hence the returns are also sensitive to the year in which the fund was launched.  

There are three main mechanisms for harvesting investments: 
	a public offering in which the shares of the venture capitalist, and potentially other shareholders, are sold on the stock market. This generally produces the highest returns but this is not unconnected with the fact that only the best companies in a venture capitalist’s portfolio go down this route. However, stock markets are cyclical and so cannot always be relied upon to produce the most profitable exit. Moreover, there is normally a ‘lock-up’ period which prevents existing shareholders from selling their shares for a pre-specified period after the flotation (usually six months). 
	a trade sale in which the entire business is sold to another company. This type of exit has the advantage that investors can sell all of their shares immediately (indeed, are likely to be required to do so) and get paid straight away (in cash or shares of the acquiring company). A trade sale may also be an option for poorly performing investments since the knowledge assets of such firms may have value to a competitor.
	a private placement which involves the purchase of the venture capitalist’s share by another investor. This is less common although there are some secondary purchase funds which specialise in buying the portfolios of existing venture capital funds rather than making their own investments.

4. Geographical aspects of venture capital
Whereas venture capital firms raise their funding from a wide range of geographical sources, the location of their investments are highly concentrated in space. Information on venture capital investing is collected by, or on behalf of, national venture capital associations and some of this information is publicly available, for example on the Money Tree™ web site. In the case of the USA, venture capital investments are concentrated in California, New England and New York, and further concentrated at the intra-state level. Equally, there are large swathes of the USA, including much of the south and mid-west, which have attracted relatively little venture capital investing. In Canada venture capital investments are disproportionately concentrated in Ontario and Quebec, and within these provinces in The Greater Toronto Area, Ottawa and Montreal, with the Atlantic and Prairie provinces having the smallest amounts of activity. Turning to Europe, the geographical distribution of venture capital investing in the UK favours London and the South East. A number of other West European countries, notably France and Germany, also exhibit high levels of geographical concentration of venture capital investments in just a few regions. Moreover, these patterns are fairly stable over time. In the USA the investment ‘bubble’ of the late 1990s – caused by a large inflow of capital into the venture capital sector, resulting in more, and larger, investments – did lead to a short-lived spatial diffusion in investment activity as the increased competition for investments forced venture capital firms to look further afield for investment opportunities. However, in the subsequent investment downturn venture capital firms quickly reversed this geographical expansion in investment activity to re-focus on investments closer to home. 

This uneven geographical distribution of venture capital investments arises from the combination of the clustering of the venture capital industry in a relatively small number of cities, and the localised nature of venture capital investing. 

Venture capital firms are clustered in a small number of cities, typically major financial centres [184, 216] and cities in high tech regions. In the USA venture capital offices are concentrated in San Francisco, Boston and New York. In Canada, over half of all venture capital firms have their offices in Toronto, while in the UK, nearly three-quarters of venture capital firms have their head offices in Greater London. 

By itself the clustering of venture capital offices need not necessarily lead to the uneven geographical distribution of venture capital investments. However, making local investments is one of the ways in which venture capital firms can reduce risk and uncertainty. This can be seen at each of the stages in the venture capital investment process: deal flow generation, deal evaluation and post-investment relationships.

At the deal flow stage, venture capitalists rely on their local networks of individuals and organisations, with whom they have built up a high level of trust through repeated interactions, to evaluate those investment opportunities that have passed the initial screening stage. Venture capitalists use these contacts to research the background of the entrepreneurs, the viability of the market, likely competition already in place or on the horizon and protection of the intellectual property. Considerable emphasis is placed on the people. It is easier and quicker for a venture capitalist to check an entrepreneur’s résumé if he or she is local by using their own personal knowledge and local connections.  The quality of information is also likely to be better. 

The local focus becomes even more important once an investment is made. Venture capitalists do not only provide finance; they also monitor the performance of their investee companies to safeguard their investment, usually by taking a seat on the board of directors, and support them with advice and mentoring in an effort to enhance their performance. Supporting and monitoring their investments – which is an important part of managing the risk – also emphasises the importance of proximity. Even though some forms of support do not require close contact there will nevertheless be many occasions when face-to-face contact is required and the venture capital firm will incur high costs each time a non-local firm is visited. Geographical proximity therefore plays an important role in both the level and quality of support that businesses are able to obtain from their venture capital investors. Indeed, it is precisely because venture capital is more than just the provision of capital that geographical proximity is important.

A further consequence of the localisation of venture capital firms and their investment activity is that knowledge of venture capital investing varies from place to place. This, in turn, has implications for the demand for venture capital. In areas where venture capitalists are concentrated knowledge and learning about venture capital is diffused through the local business community. Thus, both entrepreneurs and intermediaries, including accountants, bankers, lawyers and advisers, will have a greater understanding of the role and benefits of venture capital, what types of deals venture capitalists will consider investing in and the mechanics of negotiating and structuring investments. And, as noted earlier, the connections that lawyers, accountants and others have with venture capital firms means that the businesses that they refer for funding will be given serious consideration. The overall effect is to raise the demand for venture capital in such locations. Conversely, in areas which have few or no venture capital firms, knowledge about venture capital amongst entrepreneurs and the business support network will be weak and incomplete, intermediaries will lack connections with venture capital firms and, perhaps most significantly of all, will be less competent in advising their clients on what it takes to be ‘investable’. 
It is important to recognise that long distance investing within countries also occurs. However, the effect of long distance investing is actually to reinforce the geographical clustering of venture capital investments, rather than producing a more dispersed pattern of investing, because it mainly flows to areas where venture capital firms are already concentrated. The reason for this is that long distance venture capital investments typically occur in the context of the syndication of investments between non-local and local investors. Because of the presence of a local lead investor distance is not important to the co-investors who themselves can either be local or non-local. Co-investors are willing to trust the local venture capital fund to undertake the deal evaluation, monitoring and support functions, including taking a seat on the board, leaving them to take a purely passive role. If the long distance investors do contribute value-added functions then they are of a type that do not require close contact with the investee business. 

Although most venture capital firms focus on investing within their home country, or region, and will continue to do so, a small number, mainly US-based, have adopted a global strategy, investing in foreign companies with significant offshore operations and also directly in foreign markets. However, because of the local nature of venture capital investing, global expansion has typically involved partnering with local venture capital firms. This is the way in which much of the recent growth of venture capital activity in China and India has occurred. [91, 210]

5. Public policy issues
The strong geographical effects that characterise venture capital investing contradicts the economist’s concept of perfectly mobile capital markets. Although venture capital firms can, and do, raise their investment funds from anywhere, there are strong geographical constraints on where they make their investments. Given the positive effect that venture capitalists have on new firm formation and growth, as both capitalist and catalyst, the effect of the geographical clustering of their investments, in turn, contributes to uneven regional economic development [181, 231, 865, 874, 884]. Access to sources of venture capital gives young businesses substantial first-mover advantages, which translates into fast growth, profitability, and job creation. For these reasons Governments see venture capital as an essential ingredient in their efforts to promote technology-led economic development in lagging regions [217]. However, simply making venture capital available will not create the conditions under which high technology entrepreneurship will flourish. Venture capital needs to be combined with talented individuals who can start and grow companies on the basis of innovative ideas. Moreover, providing money is only part of the role of venture capitalists. It is difficult for governments to replicate the value-added skills of venture capitalists. Trying artificially to create a regional pool of venture capital is therefore unlikely to be effective as a means of generating economic development in lagging regions. However, venture capital will flow to areas with world class science and technology. Policy-makers should therefore concentrate on developing the region’s technology base, encourage business start-up and growth, and enhance the business support infrastructure. 
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Web sites.
The Money Tree™ http://www.pwcmoneytree.com/moneytree/index.jsp (​http:​/​​/​www.pwcmoneytree.com​/​moneytree​/​index.jsp​) This provides quarterly statistics on venture capital investments in the USA. It also provides a link to statistical information on venture capital investments in Israel.
http://www.canadavc.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.canadavc.com​/​​)  is a source of statistics and other information on venture capital in Canada.

PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte and Ernst & Young all produce annual reviews of global venture capital activity. 
http://www.pwc.com/extweb/pwcpublications.nsf/docid/A0777B94B3CC3741852572FA0071AEC9 (​http:​/​​/​www.pwc.com​/​extweb​/​pwcpublications.nsf​/​docid​/​A0777B94B3CC3741852572FA0071AEC9​)  (PwC 2006 report)
http://www.ey.com/GLOBAL/content.nsf/International/SGM_-_Venture_Capital_Insight_Report_2006 (​http:​/​​/​www.ey.com​/​GLOBAL​/​content.nsf​/​International​/​SGM_-_Venture_Capital_Insight_Report_2006​) (Ernst & Young 2006 report)
http://nvca.org/pdf/US_VC_Rpt_06_Final.pdf (​http:​/​​/​nvca.org​/​pdf​/​US_VC_Rpt_06_Final.pdf​) (Deliotte  2006 report)

http://www.nasvf.org/ (​http:​/​​/​www.nasvf.org​/​​) is the web site of the National Association of Seed and Venture Funds, a US organisation for public sector and non-for-profit venture capital funds. 

http://www.cdvca.org/ (​http:​/​​/​www.cdvca.org​/​​) is the web site for The Community Development Venture Capital Alliance (CDVCA), the trade association for the community development venture capital industry.

The following web sites provide links to some venture capital associations around the world from which statistics, reports, member organisations and press releases can be obtained:
National Venture Capital Association: http://www.nvca.org/ (​http:​/​​/​www.nvca.org​/​​)
European Venture Capital Association: http://www.evca.com/html/home.asp (​http:​/​​/​www.evca.com​/​html​/​home.asp​) (Individual European countries also have their own national venture capital associations: e.g. British Venture Capital Association: http://www.bvca.co.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.bvca.co.uk​/​​))
Canadian Venture Capital Association: http://www.cvca.ca/ (​http:​/​​/​www.cvca.ca​/​​)
African Venture Capital Association: http://www.avcanet.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.avcanet.com​/​​)
Australian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association: http://www.avcal.com.au/ (​http:​/​​/​www.avcal.com.au​/​​)

There are also a host of commercial trade journals which contain news and analysis on the venture capital industry. Amongst the most prominent are the following:
Venture Capital Journal (US): http://www.venturecapitaljournal.net/ (​http:​/​​/​www.venturecapitaljournal.net​/​​) 
European Venture Capital Journal: http://www.evcj.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.evcj.com​/​​) 
Asian Venture Capital Journal: http://www.asianfn.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.asianfn.com​/​​)
Australian Venture Capital Journal: http://www.privateequitymedia.com.au/ (​http:​/​​/​www.privateequitymedia.com.au​/​​)
Real Deals (UK and Europe): http://www.realdeals.eu.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.realdeals.eu.com​/​​)

A web search will also identify several websites offering access to venture capital investment databases and listings of venture capital investors. 
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